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S U M M A R Y

The measurement of the depth of a sonar array using a
modified counting technique for the demodulation and
decoding of frequency modulated instrumentation signals is
prpsented. A data dependent overflowing counter feeds
demodulated data into a Programmable Read Only Memory
based lookup table. Controlled, repeated counter
overflows maximise the information content of the data.
The system resolution is thus considerably increased with
no effect on accuracy or component count. Frequency

discriminating circuits are superfluous with this
technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the tasks of the Weapons Systems Research Laboratory i3 the
investigation of the design, development and performance of passive sonar
systems. These systems will be employed in the long range detection,
identification and surveillance of vessels operating in the waters surrounding
Australia.

The shape and attitude of a horizontally towed sonar array will change in
accordance with ocean currents, swells etc. The processing of acoustic
signals received from such arrays will be considerably enhanced if the array
shape can be well defined. Depth sensors distributed along the acoustic
section of the array can define the array shape in the vertical plane.

Sonar array depth sensors frequently contain quartz crystal pressure
transducers. At the data processing station, pressure sensitive signals from
the array transducers are accepted and converted into depth measurements. In
this case, the depth information is numerically displayed and is also made
available in analog voltage form for subsequent recording and analysis.

The design and implementation of the pressure to depth conversion hardware are
discussed in this report. Use of an analysis given in the Appendix
demonstrates the level of accuracy attainable.

2. THE PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

The sinusoidal signal from the array pressure transducers consists of a
frequency modulated tone whose modulation index is dependent on water
pressure. The frequency of the tone varies non-linearly from approximately
40 kHz at a water depth of 0 m to approximately 39.5 kHz at a depth of 100 m.
The transducer transfer function is of the form:

P = AX - BX
2

where P represents pressure, A and B are transducer calibration coefficients,
-4. - J and X represents the modulated frequency information.

The pressure transducer is calibrated by the transducer manufacturer prior to
its despatch. Recalibration and calibration checking facilities are also
available from the manufacturer.

3. THE DEPTH CONVERSION HARDWARE

A block diagram of the hardware which converts pressure sensitive signals into
4 . - depth measurements is given in figure 1.

Fundamentally, the hardware consists of two sections - the frequency counter
and the depth conversion circuitry. The frequency counter is based on an
enhanced form of the counting technique known as "multiple period
averaging"(ref.l). With this technique, a reference frequency is counted for
a period which is determined by the frequency of the signal from the sorce
being measured. The counting period incorporates many cycles of the input
signal freq'iczmy. This will reduce the effects of incoming noise, jitter
etc.

A Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) array accepts data from the frequency
counter and, operating as a lookup table, gentrates equivalent depth

3SN3dXA 1N3V4N1J3AO0 IV OIIUOd3
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information. The principle oin which the lookup table is based is given ii
Section 7.

A more detailed description of the pressure to depth conversion hardware
follows:

(a) The low amplitude signal from the pressure transducer is sent to the!
level translator via the acoustic array and its associated tow cable.
Within the translator, the signal is amplified and band limited by a 27 kliz
to 60 kHz bandpass filter. Filtering reduces the level of the out of band
noise present with the signal. The filtered analog signal is then
converted into logic compatible levels by a phase locked loop. As a
consequence of the use of the phase locked loop, the signal to noise ratio
of the transducer signal is considerably enhanced.

(b) A programmable counter accepts n cycles of the incoming signal from
the level translator, where n is a preset constant. A design example
given in Section 6 demonstrates how the value of n is determined.

(c) The main gate is enabled while the above cycle counter is active.
This allows a previously zeroed binary up counter to be incremented at the
rate of the gated reference frequency ie 1 MHz. Because of the low
modulation index of the transducer signal, the binary counter is allowed to
overflow many times. This increases the modulation index of the data
contained in the counter and effectively increases the system resolution to

" better than 1 part in 100 000. Sections 5 and 6 contain more information
on the overflowing counter principle.

The increased resolution means the transducer frequency is accurately
measured to better than 0.5 Hz.

(d) After n transducer signal cycles have been counted, the main gate is
disabled by the input signal cycle counter. This will halt the 1 MHz
clock to the binary counter and leave the counter with contents which are
derivatives of the transducer frequency. A pipelining latch stores this
data, thus allowing the frequency counter to commence a new data
acquisition cycle.

The latched data must be converted into appropriate units to obtain depth
information. This conversion is accomplished by a PROM array configured as
shown in figure 2.

The two PROM's contain a lookup table which, when used in conjunction with tile
frequency counter, performs the following tasks:

() linearises the data,

* (2) calculates absolute pressure from the measured frequency of the
transducer signal,

(3) calculates water pressure by subtracting atmospheric pressure from thr
absolute pressure,

(4) converts water pressure information into depth measurements,6
(5) rounds off the depth measurements to the nearest 0.1 m,

(6) formats the resultant depth data into a three decade Binary Col o
Decimal (BCD) code.

3SNBdxa IN3iNU3AOD IV OOO~dJH
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Data from the PROM array is fed in parallel to a three digit numeric display
and a BCD encoded digital to analog converter. The converter output can be
recorded on analog magnetic tape for subsequent analysis and correlation with
the acoustic data.

4. PERFORMANCE

Some display unit details are given below:

(a) water depth range = 0 to 99.9 m.

(b) numeric display resolution = 0.1 m.

(c) accuracy 2t 0.1 m.

(d) sample rate - approximately 4 Hz.

(e) anti aliasing filter - not necessary because of the high sample rate
- -i "of the unit.

5. DISCUSSION

Successful operation of the frequency counting component of the hardware is
.* .dependent on controlled, repeated overflows of the 11 bit binary counter.
- The number of overflows permissible is inversely proportional to the

modulation index of the incoming signal.

Overflows increase the modulation index of the data contained in the 11 bit
counter. In this way, the information content of the counter data is
increased. This means that, in this particular application, the resolution
of the data held in the counter is increased from 1 part in 2048 to better
than 1 part in 100 000.

The overflowing counter can only operate correctly over a narrow range of
input signal frequencies. Therefore the sampling period of the unit must be
controlled to prevent out of range operation of the counter. This is

W W&-,. . accomplished by programming the input signal cycle counter to accept a known
number of cycles. The deleterious effects of noise, jitter etc. present with
the incoming signal will decrease as the number of input cycles accepted by

4the counter is increased.

6. COUNTER DESIGN EXAMPLE

A practical, iterative design example may best illustrate the concepts
previously discussed.

The relationship between pressure applied to the transducer and the resuiltant
output signal period is represented by the equation:

1 = A(1-To/T) - B(I-To/T)'

where A, 1i and To are cal ibration coefficients and T is the periud ef th,

t ranisdiicor oiitput s igial for a pressuIre P.

Assume the dip lay unit is required to interface to a tranisduc t- whi th his I-
fol lowing (.iarIjcterjis tics
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tb) Tr ansduce r output .s i gml I per iod it d t i!j(i,.th 
100 m 2 . 18 3t 1s.

Also assume that the non I inear it ies in the transducer triils -r I llll(. lll ii
t

relatively minor. Thus, for t he sake, of the pre I im i na ry des ign , ti Tiws er
furction can be viewod as being l ilwar.

The change in transducer output period over the entir, depth rang-'

25.1836 - 24.8388 us = 0.344.48 us

All of the depth information is contained within this ching, in period - th-
period itself only acts as a carrier for that information. Thus, for Optimul
data resolution, the change in transducer period must be spread over a maximum
of 211 - 1 = 2047 states within the 11 bit binary counter.

*l When the main gate is enabled by the transducer signal cycle counter, the
previously zeroed binary counter is incremented at a I MHz rate. This means
the binary counter has an effective "time window" equal to,
number of possible counter states x counter clock period

= 2047 states x 1 Us

= 2047 is

It is this "time window" into which the changes in transducer period must fit.
Therefore:

.< II bit binary counter "time window"
maximum change in transducer signal period

0 2047 j's

-. 0.3448 Us

ie n 5 5936.8

where n is the number of transducer signal periods during which the miin gnte
is enabled.

Because of the particular input signal cycle (.ounte:r design, used. ii must
include a half cycle. Therefore let n equal 5936.5, noting however that th(

* value of n is a tentative figure which may change as the design progresses.

The number of 11 bit binary coiuter overflows that occur during ic_qii i it on (,I
the transduce!r data cat now hci, '1,,ril

The minimum t ime during which 1h1 i i,' in i t, I , will bv sh itled
= iumbltr of transiti(er i:y(; lo:. ()iiil ( - l l ing i:(qi i!, I l ion of Ihi' l I . i

• transducer signal pvriri= n c(,Y I i. , x 2'.4.83hg ls/!.Vi le.
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transducer signal period = n cycles x 24.8388 ps/cycle.

The number of 11 bit counter overflows that occur is proportional to this time

ie: minimum gate enable time = N x counter size x counter clock period.

ie n cycles x 24.8388 Us/cycle = N x 2048 x I us

where N represents the number of 11 bit counter overflows.

a- Therefore,

N < 71.99

It is preferred that N be an integer, therefore let N = 71.

Having tentatively determined the number of 11 bit counter overflowcs that
occur during acquisition of the data, it is now possible to define the final

system configuration:

For the 11 bit counter, the minimum count prior to underflow

= 71 overflows x 2048 counts/overflow

= 145 408 counts of the 1 MHz clock.

The maximum count prior to overflow
= minimum count prior to underflow + 2047 counts = 147 455 counts.

The number of transducer output signal cycles that must be counted can now be

determined:

. .4b. 10
n minimum -> minimum count period

minimum transducer signal period

145 408 counts x I Vs/count
24.8388 ps

> 5854.07

and similarly,

:SNIdXJ IN3WIN83AOD IV 0JDM1U3OddJUi
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a Maxi|mum < . .. . . ...
maximum transducer sign,.1 period

< 147 455 counts x I Ls/count
25.1836 ps

:< 5855.2

? Therefore n must lie in the range:

5854.07 5 n < 5855.2

Since n must include a half cycle, let n = 5854.5.

The design boundaries have now been established. Computer modelling of the
frequency counter is used to verify correct circuit operation over the entire
depth range.

A performance summary of the frequency counting hardware is given below:

(a) number of transducer output signal cycles counted during acquisition
of the data = 5854.5,

(b) number of 11 bit counter overflows occurring during data
acquisition = 71,

(c) worst case data acquisition time = 5854.5 x 25.1836 u±s = 147 ms.

(d) counter resolution > 1 part in 145 408.

It is interesting to note that an 18 bit counter would be required to achieve
the same resolution using conventional techniques. The number of bits
required is quite significant - especially when contemplating implementation
of the PROM based lookup table. Every one bit increase in the size of the
frequency counting circuit requires a lookup table which is double the former
size.

7. PRESSURE TO DEPTH CONVERSION PRINCIPLE

After the transducer data has been acquired (ic after i cycles ha, ben
detected by the input signal cycle counter), the main gate is disabled. This

* will inhibit further clocking of the 11 bit binary counter by the I '11hz
" reference frequency. The counter will thus remain static with its contorit:;

being directly related to the pressure which was applied to the- tr:rsd'iei.

It is possible to determine the transducer signal period site,: s ign;l
period = [(N overflows x 2"1 counts/overflow) + current contents o! II hit
counter] x period of reference frequency/n signal cycles.

The absolute pressure applied to the transducer can thon b. dt iv.. t h
previously defined transducer transfer function.

Depth In format ion can be dete , rm i ned by s it tin- I Ig ,t Lino- h, I- p1. 1 4-- r' et T
the transducer absolute measlremen t and comb inl inlg the re,si I t k 1 11 t Ih,

* appropriate pressure to drpth cotvers iot factor.
.4
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cohltellts o f thek 1 h~it b i NArV Iolint vr . overy corIponitt t a .

procedure, is d known cOlnstanlt. This C i 1-clIistalICC .31 IwS the ('11lt I-TLIt'

Lo direct.1iv address .i PRO'1 based lookup tablV Wh ich has lwo it pi~g .T. to
1aCCommodate a] 1 factors .

The approacht vi r tua liv eliminait es the majority of the ha rdw.;ire, sofIti,:i- 0. t
normally associatod with the measurement of pressure arid subse'luond eoth
conversjin.

8. DESIGN FEATURES

The important features, of this design approach are listed hbelow:

(a) Heterodyning or frequency discriminating components thatlt ;s0 at(e Ilie
pressure dependent signal from its carrior frequency are iirinrorssir v.

*(b) Mlinimial hardware is required. Because of the ignal ij roc(.s :og
requ irements of the unit, ai l0w to mod i iii tor t crn,:lnce
microcouputer/microprocessor based design would still requi re :roquencyv
counting hardware. Besides the counters,* the only other component : in thle

6 basic system are a pair of PROMl's.

The circuit size is also minimised by allowing a low resolution countz'r t,)
overflow repeatedly im a controlled manner. This technique ;s legitimite
if the operational circumstances are well defined.

(c) The system throughout is high - the address access time of tho PihC 1s
(a few hundred nano-seconds) is the main propagation delay presenit -aft-r
accumulation of the data by the counter.

(d) Calibration of the display unit is unnecessary. Because nfiIts
digital implementation, the unit will operate predictably within tlhe de-sig:i
constra ints.

(e) The technique is versatile - many FM encoded s ignalIs ca ) e
* accommodated using this approach.

(f) The circuit operating concepts are simple. Thi S f,-! I ta t -s
maintenance and equipment modifi.ations.

(g) Cheap, readily available components are used throughout the unit.

9. INPUT SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO CONSIDERATIONS

The accuracy with which the transducer signal period can be men surcd lis
I somewhat dependent on the level of the noise present with the inconming ,!iia

When the equipment noise threshold has been reache~d, a furth-r dve::ra:',u thr-
input signal/noise ratio( will cause inaccurate perform i!i(.,O cf i . -7)_
unit.

Based onl plrobabi Ii ty theory, an approximate analysiIs of thoe offct. 1 v.3l viog

the transduce,(r signal/iioise ratio is given in the Appwidix. Tillsts

Lte anialys is are summarised ini Table 1.

3SN3dX3 1N3ViNUi3AO9 1V G3(lU~dd383



"'AiF. I VA 1A'hi' ON IN oki F)k 27 kJz f . 0 kttz F)R ' .. L ,i
INPUT DAI'A AT SI;.NAj,/'NOIS; POWER RATIOS RANGING OFROI 20 T(' ,,,

WHERE a REPRESENTS ONE STANDARD DEVIATION

Transducer 0(f) .... l1z
signal/noise . . - . . . . .... . .. .

ratio1
(dB) f 27 kfz f = 35 kz f = 40kz

20 6.08 7.88 1.00

40 0.608 0.788 0.900

60 0.0608 0.0788 0.0900

80 0.00608 0.00788 0.00900

A change in transducer depth of 0. 1 m corresponds to a change in transducer
frequency of approximately 0.5 HIz. Thus over the transducer signal frequency
range, a perturbation of < one standard deviation at 0.5 iz requires an
approximate transducer signal/noise ratio of >50 dB. To obtain this level of

performance, various techniques are incorporated in the system ie:

(a) use of a balanced, twisted pair signal transmission line between the
transducer and the display unit.

(b) impedance matching of the transmission line to the transducer and the
display unit

(c) use of a phase locked loop in the level translator circuitry.

it. C NG I.! SIONS

An unusua' approach to the dernocla ki,, .11d d.-:oding of FN inst rumentat iol
signals has been demonstrated for a part iiulir ,ies gn problem. The technique

4 is novel and, for t moderate s igu 1/ri, rit o, f'Itures high accurilcy and

resolution combined with a very ]ow !on-omporn t ,' I:oin t.
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APP'ENDIX I

THE ERROR DUE TO N01SE IN MEASURING THE FREQUENCY OF A NOISY SINE: WAVE

Noise will introduce an error in measuring the duration (and hence frequency)
of a fixed number of cycles of a narrow band signal. The iIoise will, if

narrow band, displace the position of the zeroes as shown in the following
figure:

t

For expediency, consider the noise is limited to the depth sensor range as
described in the body of the report. This range is adequate for describing
the signal and noise statistics as narrow band.

If 6t << 2ir/w a Taylor's series expansion can be written for n(-6t) ie:

n(-6t) =n(O) - dn/dt 6t + d 2 n/d t2 (6t) ....

2!

A zero of the corrupted signal occurs where

A sin w(-6t) + n(-6L) 0

Hence -A sin w(6t) + n(0) - dniW)/dt, 6t ............ 0

* If wt6 is small (a necessary assumption for the Taylor's series expansion to

~ ~ be valid):

sin w(6t) w(fti

and( hence

6 w_ + d11(O)/dt

* If Lhe nll se is normfl ly di sty1ihjtod thon tho dist 1it ion ol dnW h I&d 10



However, n(t) and dn(t)/dt are correlated and this poses some difficulty in
defining the distribution of 6t.

Since the noise is band limited the derivative is unlikely to exceed Aw and
hence for signal to noise ratios greater than one:

6t -- n(O)
Aw

Hence

0(6t} O(n(t))

Aw

'720(noft)) J

LII

21r I2fS

" ° where S signal to noise voltage ratio.

To measure the duration of n cycles two zeroes are involved. If the
distributions at each pair of zeroes are independent, the standard deviation
of the time interval to be estimated is:

0(t) = c(6t) v(2

1

2 rfS

Thus for n cycles:

I

a o(f) ---(t)

t

=f o 2 (t)
I

.: S A~i
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I

NUMBER OF TRANSDUCER
CYCLES TO BE COUNTED

n

11 BIT
PRESSURE LEVEL CYCLE MAIN BINARY ATH PROM

TRANSDUCER TRANSLATOR COUNTER GATE UP ARRAY
I I- COUNTER

C N ,.. ... DIGITAL

i ACOUSTIC ARRAY 1MHz REFERENCE RESET DATA

+ TOW CABLE FREQUENCY

- FREQUENCY COUNTER DEPTH

CONVERSION

I Figure 1. Pressure to depth conversion hardware

TRANSDUCER EPROM METRES x 10

FREQUENCY ,
INFORMATION I DEPTH-- , l FROM 11 BIT ": M1 r4, DATA
BINARY COUNTER 2Kx8 METRES x I

iEPROM 
METRES xO-1

I

Figure 2. Depth conversion circuitry
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